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children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for " .. ~c 
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smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
which is a flavor itself. 

Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 
eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 

owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 

revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 
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NOT representative government. 
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ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% o{ adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies4 uLC 

show they are significantly more effective for ~, , / , 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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Banning .flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studie£ ~ : 

show they are significantly more effective for;,,, , 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 4 • c 

show they are significantly more effective for , 
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which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL se11 to 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers tl1at WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing tl1e Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of a 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple stud 

show they are significantly more effective fo 
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which is a flavor itself. 
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eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors.· go% of adult§' M · 
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smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% o(~~lts •· 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple stu s 4 .c 

show they are significantly more effective fo ,', 11 ., 

smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, -
which is a flavor itself. 

Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 
eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 

owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 

revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 
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Banning flavors is a political 
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' p~ 78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of ad ts 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple stu s 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 

state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 
children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers tl1at WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% ofadu1ts 

use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 
show they are significantly more effective for 

smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
which is a flavor itself. 

Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 
eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 

owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 

revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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Banning flavors is a p olitical 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies a uLc 

show they are significantly more effective for ? , , , , 

smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
which is a flavor itself. 

Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 
eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 

owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 

revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
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through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 
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Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 
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NOT representative government . 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
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show they are significantly more effective for 
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which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 
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NOT representative government. 
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Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
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unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studie~ ~-c 
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Banning .flav ors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies • " c 

show they are significantly more effective for ... 1 1 , 

smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
which is a flavor itself. 

Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 
eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 

owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 

revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults · 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple shidie~ L c 

show they are significantly more effective fO{ ,?1
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smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of a~~-lts .• 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple stu ~s • c 

show they are significantly more effective for , , ., 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, -

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of ad ~ts 

use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studi ~ 
show they are significantly more effective for 

smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
which is a flavor itself. 

Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 
eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 

owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 

revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of a i!lts ' 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple stu~s u&.> 

show they are significantly more effective for'-. 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing tl1e Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of a·dutts' 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple st ~ie.s lit~ 

show they are significantly more effective 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
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use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 4 uLC 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
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which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies • IILC 

show they are significantly more effective for ? ,1 1 ,, 

smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
which is a flavor itself. 

Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 
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owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 

revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults · · 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies
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smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
which is a flavor itself. 

Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 
eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 

owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 

revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 4 ore 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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Banning .flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
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use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 4 [)fC 

show they are significantly more effective for ?1:1 J ., 

smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
which is a flavor itself. 

Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 
eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 

owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 

revenue these business generate wil1 simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
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Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 
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NOT representative government . 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

. ' 78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults · 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies • ~ c 

show they are significantly more effective for ?~) ,, 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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in the business of creating law and eliminating 
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Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 
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owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 

revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 
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NOT representative government. 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults P ~J · 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies ~ c 
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show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
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owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
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through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
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use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for ~ · c 
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which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 
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Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adultS 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple st 

show they are significantly more effective 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studie 
show they are significantly more effective for 

smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
which is a flavor itself. 
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owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults P ~( ,' 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective fo 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 
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Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 
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NOT representative government. 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults ' 
use flavors to .9.uit smokin~ and multiple studies 
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which is a flavor itself. 
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smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative g~ I 
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NOT representative government. 
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through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 
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in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 
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through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 
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use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 
show they are significantly more effective for 

smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
which is a flavor itself. 
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owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. Tbe tax 
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NOT representative government. 
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through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
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state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
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Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
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use flavors to quit smoking and multiple stu :es 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 

use flavors to quit smoking and multiple stucfteSJ DE! 

show they are significantly more effective f~ 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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Banning flavors is a political 
ideology, not a scientific one. 

78% of youth do not vape for flavors. 90% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults ~ 

use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 
show they are significantly more effective for 

smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 
which is a flavor itself. 

Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 
eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 

owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 
through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 

revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. 

Michigan regulatory agencies are not supposed to be 
in the business of creating law and eliminating 

Michigan businesses, but that is what this ban does. 
Bypassing the Michigan legislature is over reaching, 

unconstitutional and 
NOT representative government. 
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78% of youth do not vape for flavors. go% of adults 
use flavors to quit smoking and multiple studies 

show they are significantly more effective for 
smoking cessation than tobacco flavor, 

which is a flavor itself. 
Banning flavors does not eliminate them. It 

eliminates hundreds of small Michigan businesses 
owned by ex-smokers focused on saving lives 

through harm reduction and solid science. The tax 
revenue these business generate will simply go out of 
state and to black market dealers that WILL sell to 

children, unlike Michigan vape shops. JCAR 
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